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Passion

on straddling stratospheres of a shore lone
weary waters wild unuttered coruscating coastlines
schlep waves. aloft draped waves dissolving sand
drench scarves of wind. foamy froth ventriloquist,
the shaded moon waltzes sophist like to tides.
blazing inflame these synecdoches pellucid, variable
almanac vicissitudes. the bedding of heady air thick
with water minerals build and glisten. intensifying
and receding abundant bubbling of provinces leap.
thrilling coats of relentless, working sounds.

through luminosity of vacuum reflecting radiant are
dangling weather intricacies, airborne with fibres
of untiring momentum over warm days and overnight.
the grains of constancy inherit myriad multitudes in
amalgamating fluid. winding and unwinding cadences
of unwavering discrepancies on fine line residual patches.
mistier substances wreath rendering shrill stroking the
sibilant plumage drowned unequivocally. gathering
surges heightening cascade back and forth. burnished
glowing tinges forming at all directions on-ward.